WRITE AROUND STRATEGY LESSON PLAN
implementation of write-around strategy allows the studentsâ€Ÿ behaviorto be After analyzing cycle 1, the lesson plan
were designed for the cycle. Here, I tried.

Avoid questions that have a single answer. You want it silent and productive. Click here to download a sample
for your classroom. Often kids have a hard time starting, but get more comfortable as they go. There are many
forms of write-arounds Set time caps for all groups to follow. Here is a student video: Kids often ask for share
time at the end. After responding, the paper gets passed to the next group member who is given 30 seconds to
read the response, plus an additional 30 seconds to add, clarify, or expand any information as they respond.
Many will read multiple. Clarifying Expectations Clarify expectations of a Write Around by explaining the
essential components, such as how much time is allotted for each student to create a response, which
consistent direction the papers will be passed, and the different ways students can respond to one another e.
Silent Reading 20 minutes Students independently read their overcoming obstacle novel from the list
distributed at the start of the unit. We are learning some of the answers to Heidi's long, sought-after questions.
It" By: Sarah Weeks. They'll add on to each others' climaxes, and pass them around the circle. The book is
really getting good! I will give them one minute, and then thirty second warnings. However, I've also done
written conversations. Time Adjustments Adjust how much time students are provided to respond during a
Write Around to support the amount of text each consecutive writer needs to read. Favorite You must be
signed in to use this feature Sign up for a Goalbook Toolkit trial account to Favorite this page. The level of
focus is key. I tell them they're ending these stories with falling action and resolution, so find a natural end.
Students are signaled to begin writing e. See this lesson as an example. Organizing Groups Organize student
groups by student writing fluency so that writing abilities are consistent within each group. Silent
Conversation UDL 4. Lastly, groups have several minutes to verbally continue their discussions, before
participating in a whole-class share. Students can contribute their responses by typing into a word processor
sheet or a Google document instead of passing a paper. The teacher hands one member of each group a
recording sheet, indicating that student will be the first to write. I haven't yet gone over falling action and
resolution, but this write-around is a nice way to get them familiar with these two concepts. Most important
aspect, there is no talking. Next, the first student in each group is given 30 seconds to write a response. They
should aim to finish at least one title by the end of the unit. It" By: Sarah Weeks, and we begin moving
towards the falling action and conclusion. Try to maintain the original author's voice First, small groups are
formed e. I do, but I want to be allowed to play with other people too. Community Building Activity A teacher
uses a Write Around to brainstorm classroom rules in order to incorporate student input. For today's
write-around, kids will need their Climax Writing Assignment, completed during yesterday's lesson. This
process repeats until each student in the group has contributed. When time is up, students pass the paper to the
right and the same cue is used to signal new students to write. After everyone has contributed a response, the
teacher uses the group share to determine student connections with the text. Implementation Tips Choosing
Questions Pre-plan questions that are open-ended or multifaceted so students can respond in a meaningful way
e. After, ask the whole class to reflect on how the Write Around strategy made their learning experience
different.

